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Reference: PDMBRRN02EKPCCEBI
EAN13: 8057730886833

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable, ceramic Dish lampshade and metal
details - Made in Italy - Bulb included
Light bulb: Without bulb
Finish: Cement effect - White

Descrizione

A pendant lamp designed for those looking for an original lighting solution with a retro design.

This ceiling lamp is perfect to give a vintage touch to your interior using elements with simple design, but impressive
finishes: it looks like any enamelled metal lampshade, but the Dish lampshade is made of ceramic,handmade and
decorated in Italy.
The enamelled finishes of the Dish lampshade will give an extra touch of elegance to any room, while the more modern
varnishes, such as cement or rust with corten effect, will give a contemporary and minimalist design touch to any room.
We recommend using this pendant lamp to illuminate large spaces, such as lofts and living rooms with an open
structure, or to give a modern touch to a dining table or kitchen.

This chandelier is ready to be installed by expert hands and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have
chosen for you the Edison ST64 transparent LED light bulb with long filament that will add another vintage touch to the
lamp, but alternatively you can take a look at our assortment of LED design bulbs to find the one that best suits your
style.
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Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
120 cm of cable 3x0.75 of the selected color
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 E27 double ferrule metal lamp holder
1 ceramic Dish lampshade of the selected finish ø 310 mm H 40 mm

Made in Italy

Light bulb [DL700119]: LED, ST64, 7,5W, 805 Lm, 2200K, E27, E, width 64 mm, height 145 mm, dimmable
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